Grader Application Form
for the TTU Department of Mathematics & Statistics

List maximum preferred hours ____________________________

Semester (circle): Fall       Spring       Summer I       Summer II       20_______

What is your name? ____________________________         Tech ID ____________

What is your major? __________________________________
(Preference is given to Undergrad Math majors, then to Grad Math majors)

What is your classification? _____________         What is your GPA? _____________
(F, for freshman, SO for sophomore, J for junior, SR for senior, G for grad student)

Phone number where we may contact you during the day: ___________________________________

What is your TTU e-mail address? _____________________________________________________

Provide a paragraph detailing the qualifications that make you suitable for the job.

I understand that proficiency in written and spoken English is a minimum requirement for jobs in this
department and that preference will be given to undergraduate students majoring in this department, then to
graduate students who are Math majors.

Signature__________________________________  Date____________________

Please return to Math 201, fax to 742-1112 or email to math@ttu.edu